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THE CURRENCY

&c. &c.

TO HIS MAJESTY'S MINISTERS.

Mt Lords,

From the Reports of the Parliamentary Debates on the 2 1st

inst, on the Currency Question, it appears that no Plan to effect the

object has yet been submitted; I therefore presume to offer one

to your Lordships, regretting, at the same time, that some person

with more leisure and more competent to the task has not undertaken

it.

So far as regards the trade and prosperity of the nation, I consider

the questions on the Currency, future Credit, or Banking System, and

the reduction or paying off the National Debt, one and the same

question.

I should not be an advocate for altering the value of the Currency

of the country only that, from nearly 30 years experience on the Royal

Exchange, I feel confident that it is absolutely impossible to save and

protect our trade and prosperity without it.

I take it that before the alteration in our navigation laws, (or the

free trade system,) the nation should have been prepared for it by

adjusting the currency, the banking system, and the reduction of the

national debt, so as to bring the nation on her equilibrium for a peace

trade and intercourse with other nations. But, as it is impossible to

recover the former position of the nation, her past and present suf-



ferings, arising from the error, must be borne with patience, and that

which should have been done before, must now be done after.

From seventy five to eighty per cent, of the population of the world,

depending wholly on their application and industry, either in foreign

or domestic business, it follows that the laws and regulations relating

thereto, or affecting the same, are entitled to the very first consideration,

and are of the most vital consequence to the welfare of the whole

nation, and every trading nation on the globe.

We have now had eighteen years of peace, and although the lead-

ing nation in trade, have yet no comprehensive measure of finance to

meet the exigencies of the nation either at home or abroad—no finan-

cial scheme to heal the wounds, or avert the famine and miseries of

Ireland, or the abject poverty and distress of millions unemployed in

England
; only seventeen out of eight hundred millions of our debt

yet settled, and above all no financial plan cr scheme whatever to

cultivate, secure or protect our falling trade and former greatness, or

arrest that universal poverty which now pervades every class of society.

It is one and the same cause affecting all, and one and the same remedy

that must relieve them, namely, an alteration in the value of the

currency, a proper banking system, and the reduction of our national

debt and taxation. This, and only this, can save the nation, by re-

viving and recovering her trade, and employing her capital and her

people. Therefore, to effect this object, my Lords, the following plan

is humbly submitted for your consideration, under the hope that those

who may criticise, or differ with me, may submit a better one.

One of your Lordships, Sir James Grayham, in a late publication,

page 98, has justly stated, " it to be impossible to embrace a remedy

" for the evil (the present distress) on the one hand, without com-

" mitting some injury to the nation on the other." Therefore, the

real question is, What plan will commit the least injury to the nation

in proportion to the good to be derived from it ? And this I have kept

in view, by the mode of raising the value of our coins, as I propose.

All persons in whatever class of society would be benefited in exact

proportion to the property they possess, and therefore nobody could

complain, any more than they now might, that such or such a

neighbour possesses more property than they do, and j
no persons



in any class of society whatever (with very few exceptions) would

be injured, and that very trifling, and very soon adjusting itself,

while it would give ample employ to the poor in agriculture, as

well as trade and commerce, it being only the means, and not the

disposition, either to give work, or to do it, that is wanting, and the

future prosperity of the nation would be fixed on a solid basis which

nothing could shake.

On 28th Feb. 1S31, a calculation on the national wealth was put

forth in the Times paper at 5000 millions—although our best authori-

ties had previously stated it at 4000 millions only ; if this be correct,

the adoption of that part of my plan which relates thereto, would

gain and secure to the nation at once the gross sum, or increase of

productive wealth, or capital of about 625 millions sterling, and an

annual saving or increase of from 50 to 60 millions, exclusive of the

immense profits on the increased tpade, which would be sure to fel-

low ; and all this spreading at once in equal proportions over the

nation and her colonies, would give such immediate relief and pros-

perity as to remove every difficulty. It would also prevent a paper

Currency, which is absolutely necessary in the present state of the

nation, as regards her trade foreign and domestic, and her national

debt, from driving the coin out of the country under its value as

heretofore ; but would protect and secure it here, and thereby enable

the nation to struggle and hold up with her present load of taxation,

while they were rapidily lowering, as herein after suggested. There

are many instances in history where alterations, such as I propose have

been made in the value of the Currency with the greatest advantage to

the nation, and none when done with prudence in which it ever failed,

and have aided her much in arriving at that eminence to which she

has attained, and which she never could have attained but for those

alterations. If the coin be equally and fairly raised so as to accord

justly with other nations, and the standard fineness carefully pre-

served, together with the nominal pound sterling, great good must

inevitably result to the nation, but I know of no attempt to retrograde,

either wilfully or negligently, that ever produced any thing but the

greatest national misery ; for depress and destroy, (which has been

done of late years), the capital of productive industry and you destroy



the value of land and every other property—increase it and you increase

the value of every kind of property, and secure wealth and prosperity

to the whole kingdom.

The standard fineness of our silver, viz. : 11.2. and 18 is the same

as it was at the time of the conquest in 1066, and had it remained

the standard of value with our nominal pound sterling instead of gold,

and the value thereof, properly regulated as herein pointed out, to

meet the events and circumstances of the changes which time, &c.

have wrought, England has nothing to fear—she may remain, as she

has been, pre-eminent over every nation another thousand years. To

lower the value of the medium, or to suffer it to remain so far below

that of other trading nations, is both cruel and unjust in the extreme

to the whole nation; increasing its value when necessary, so as to

correspond and balance with other nations, is only sound policy and

justice. The sufferings of a nation, when off her balance in trade,

is in proportion to her wealth and activity, and consequently

England, with her heavy debt, must be ruined in her trade if her me-

dium is not raised to protect her ; and her wealth and strength will Le

drained off to enrich other nations. Can any one now doubt the po-

licy of King George the Third raising the value of the guinea from

20s to 21s, when the national debt was not one-third its present

amount. Foreigners get our coin from us at a great loss to us in all

our intercourse ; trade, loans, &c, even our own countrymen (absen-

tees) are abetting them, by drawing their rents and revenues, at least

five millions annually, and nearly doubling their means, by residing

in a foreign country to the ruin and destruction of this.

England should take equal care to preserve the power and pre-

eminence which she possesses as she did to arrive at the attainment

of it.

I will point out, if it be required, by calculation, how to bring the

nation exactly on her balance in trade, with Foreign nations, and

keep her so in all future ages.

It appears to me, that the nation might at present be brought near

enough on her balance, or at least as far as it might be prudent, to

raise her at once at 12| per cent., and then the present coins could be

continued, and no new coin expense or practical inconvenience what^



ever on that head would arise ; a proclamation merely would suffice,

and such sound policy and justice to the nation could never be ob-

jected to increase the value of the coins

From 20s Od. to... 22s 6d
10 to ... 11 3
5 to ... i 7$
2 6 to 2 9|
1 .to... 1 l|

6 to ... 6*

Exactly 12$ per

Cent.

All saleable stock or funded debts to remain in amount unaltered,

but all future dividends, &c. to be paid in the new valued currency

;

this alone would be a saving to the nation of three millions annually.

The foreign exchanges and all property would be increased in favour

of the nation, and none diminished ; in fact, this measure is fairly and

justly due and owing to the nation, by reason of the great and mighty

changes and revolutions which have been wrought of late years in

the policy, the medium, the position, and the population of most of

the other trading nations on the globe : such acts of justice have in

all former, and must in all future ages, be done to the nation, when,

as at the present time, her situation renders it absolutely necessary.

In the 18th Edward III, the value of the medium was advanced

exactly 12$ per cent., and had not that monarch, as well as the suc-

ceeding ones, (owing to the good it had done) subsequently advanced

it again, a great deal more than as much too high as 'it was too low

—

had he not advanced it all, the difficulties of the succeeding reigns

would never have occurred: and from the time of the adjustment

thereof by Edward the VI. down to the present time the nation has

prospered in her trade, and increased in wealth, prosperity, and hap-

piness ; and it appears to me that by no other means can her pros-

perity be re-establshed and secured now, or the national debt ever re-

duced or paid off, or any material -reduction in taxation.

To the theorist or inexperienced the present state of the nation, as

regards her trade, may be, and I believe is, a paradox, seeing at the

same time that there absolutely appears to be too much and too little

medium in circulation. But this, like the Bank Restriction Act of

1.797, and the Currency Bills of 1819, 1822, and 1826, nor the real

financial situation of the nation, internal and external, compared and

arranged together, has never, as it appears to me, been rightly com-



prehended, and consequently all is error. All our foreign commerce,

loans, and intercourse whatever, are carried on upon a rotten founda-

tion, and we are robbed and cheated by nearly every nation on the

globe ; and the more trade we do, the greater is the loss to the na-

tion, both quantity and value of our medium being wrong ; nor can it,

as before stated, in the present dilemma of our trade, taxation,

debt, &c. be effectually corrected or improved by any other means

than herein suggested : for, if you attempt to increase the value of

the medium, by decreasing the quantity, which is already decreased

far too much to hold up her stock, and enable her to carry on a trade

sufficient to pay even the interest of her debt, you will increase the

present stagnation and distress ; and, by still pressing down and low-

ering the value of land, and every kind of property, further distress,

derange and impoverish the agriculturist, the merchant, and every

class of society who live by their application and industry. And, if

you attempt to increase the quantity by any system of credit, to re-

lieve the stagnation and distress already occasioned, before you in-

crease the vabe, you will decrease the present value, which, as before

stated, is already far too low, and all trade, together with all active

and productive capital, will be annihilated ard disanpear, and the

greatest poverty and distress, if not anarchy, will ft'loiv. But, in-

crease the value, and protect it, as herein suggested,, and you may
safely 'ncrease the quantity to any amount necessary for carrying on

the trade of the nation and paying off her debt, and that may be done

without laying on a property or any other new tax, or in any way
causing the least financial embarrassment to government, and thereby

thoroughly overcome every difficulty. The quantity necessary must,

by a proper secure banking system, be made to «bb and flow freely in

every part and corner of the kingdom, to mset and satisfy the expan-

sion and retraction of productive industry ; and I am quite sure such

a banking or credit system can safely and easily be arranged, and fear

no difficulty on this head. The evidence before the Committee on the

Bank Charter justifies me in the assertion.

No Bank of Issue in or near London, except the Bank of England,

is at all requisite, nor is the circulation of small notes necessary in or

near London. Every country banker should give security to the

amount of notes intended to be issued, and also be compelled to change



the notes of every other country banker to a given amount, half in his

own notes, and half in cash or Bank of England notes, on a small

commission being charged, and by means of their agents in London

the country bankers in all parts of the kingdom should settle twice a

week, through the clearing house in Lombard Street ; by this plan of

constant communication confidence, stability, and safety would be

certain, no pa ic or run would ever take place, every banker's note

would pass as urrently in one part of the kingdom as the other, the

holder being enabled to change or cash it at every other banking

house ; and the value of our coins being advanced, they would not be

taken out of the country as heretofore.

Silver being the universal standard of value of every other nation

except England, the making gold the standard here, particularly at

£3 17s 10§d only, was such an error, as, although it may not be seen

in the revolutions of domestic trade, might reduce the nation to the

greatest permanent distress and poverty, and aid other nations to raise

up power and strength upon our decline. It appears to me that

silver should be the standard of value, and gold, made of the same

degree of fineness as silver, might also be protected and coined into

equal weights, such as the | oz., i oz., c:c, under the present, or any

other name, and then, with its value raised, it would never be drained

out of the kingdom as heretofore. Silver being r>o,v unprotected

here, immense trade and pay ire its will pass to other countries, which

would otherwise come here. Foreign powers are much moie to be

feared in commerce than in war.

According to the present commercial policy of the nation, she has

the appearance of doing great business ; large importations end ex-

portation, and even some few individuals accumulating wealth, and

government getting a full revenue, while universal poverty and dis-

tress is creeping over and destroying the whole nation.

I believe the current guilder of Holland, although now passing for

Is. 6d. of our medium, does not contain more than 12d. of silver,

and in some of the German States even a much greater difference.

France, I believe, about 18 per cent, inferior. In Russia wheat can

now be afforded at about Is. 3d. of our medium, and other necessa-

ries and luxuries in proportion. Consequently all these powers can

carry on as much trade with each other, and with all parts of the
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world, with ten or twelve millions sterling capital, as England can

with twenty, and therefore shut us out from all profits in trade to every

part of the globe. Foreign loans are a serious injury to the trade of

this country, inasmuch as they prevent our export trade to the amount

of such loans, which 1 believe may be calculated at least at ten millions

annually. England is choaked up with her imports, our docks and

warehouses full, and no corresponding export to take it off. Foreign-

ers get our Money from us by Loans, and make large profits by re-

coining it into the medium of their own country, and, instead of

paying us either principal or interest in money, cram us full (as well

as every other port or place where a bill on London can be got) of

their goods and produce, on which they also get large profits, and

thus secure to themselves an excellent export trade and a double

profit, while England, by reason thereof, can find no profitable

market or trade in any part or place. I think France alone has sent

us here about four millions sterling of her goods and produce annually

of late, and taken from us in our goods and produce little more than

a quarter of a million, taking three millions and three quarters an-

nually of our money by loan or otherwise, depriving us of that much

export trade. Much has been said about altering or debasing our

currency, &c. &c. : by my plan no such alteration or debasing what-

ever is necessary, the present coins are handsome, and may be con-

tinued unaltered; nor do I advocate too much or unsafe paper in

circulation, it is the value of the coin only which I propose to alter,

and that will tend to decrease the necessity for paper, and I humbly

submit that that must be done, because to fix or hold an invariable price

over the varying value of things, caused by the changing positions of

the world, must inevitably in time bring about the ruin of the nation.

In proposing a plan to reduce and pay off the national debt,

the first consideration, is how to do justice between the public

debtor and creditor. I take it that the debt can never be paid

off, as heretofore attempted, at the market price of the day,

either by annuities, or by reducing the interest, or by a sinking fund

;

besides, it would be unjust towards the public debtor if it could be

so done. In tracing the,funding system to its source, it is clear, from

the reign of William the Third, down to the present time, the govern-

ments of the day have been the agents of the people only, for whose
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benefit the debt was contracted, and therefore in that character are no

further liable for the payment thereof than any other agent would be

for his principal ; but, in their legislative character they are bound,

as in all other disputed or unsettled cases either in law or equity, to

interpose, and order sound justice to be done between the contending

parties, for the peace and prosperity of the nation. Taking this view

of the subject, the first thing to be done is to ascertain by average

the amount of money actually borrowed, or, in other words, the credi-

tor's /«s/ demand and debtor's just liability; if, in making the calcu-

lation, the depreciation caused during the protracted war, when the

bulk of the money was borrowed, be taken into consideration, I am

satisfied that not more than from £45 to £50 was actually paid for

every £100 stock ; but for illustration, and in order to be on the right

side, and to do ample justice to the public creditor, I will take it at

£60, as the minimum of my plan. The price of 3 per cent, consols

for some time passed has been upwards of 88—about 47 per cent, ad-

vance upon the money lent. This loan having saved the nation from

invasion and all the horrors of internal war, and the creditor as well

as the debtor having had his full share of the advantage derived from

it, nothing can now be more unjust than the creditor to compel

the debtor to pay 40 or 50 per cent, more than borrowed ; it would

hardly be more unjust for the debtor to refuse payment to the creditor

altogether, particularly as the creditor has already been paid in full,

at least three times over by the interest or annuity he has been for so

many years receiving. As the great advance in the value of the stock

is entirely owing to the great wealth of the British nation, the creditor

or his successor, who have purchased on the market above the amount

of the original loan, and may sell again if they choose, are no more

entitled to the whole of that advance than the debtor ; it, therefore,

occurs to me that if by any possibility the continual fluctuation of the

funds could be applied to the reduction of the debt, the nation might be

relieved from the burthen, without raising the money by heavy and

oppressive taxation to pay it off, which she couldnot at present possibly

bear; and at the same time without any breach of faith, or injustice

to the public creditor.

It is, therefore, the advantage of this advance and fluctuation which

I purpose turning to account in reducing and paying off the debt and
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lowering our taxation. It would be worse than idle to use argument

to show that it is quite enough for a debtor to pay 20s, with lawful

interest, without being compelled to pay more.

Looking to Spain, Holland, Genoa, Vienna, and France, we have

ample proof of the consequence of neglecting or omitting to reduce

and pay off their national debt.

I will endeavour shortly to develop and take a view of our own

debt, to show, that by the plan suggested, there would be no breach

of public faith; on the contrary, it would be much strengthened

thereby, and no danger to be apprehended in immediately adopting it,

and reducing our taxes.

In round numbers there are about 288,000 fundholders, 278,000

whose dividends are below £400 per year, and about 10,000 above

that sum, of which there are only 490 from £1000 to £2000; so

that by my plan, e?)e» to its fullest extent, at 5 per cent, as hereafter.

In truth, out of the whole of this nation of twenty-two millions of

persons, (and her colonies) all of whom, as well as the government

itself, are now become embarrassed and suffering from this debt,

there are only 220 persons who would have to contribute, by reduc-

tion of capital, or way of income tax, above £100 per year, each of

them possessing an annual income from the funds only of above £2000,

and of course well able to pay that amount ; 490 to pay from £50 to

£100, say average £75, possessing £1500 ; 9300 to pay from £20 to

£50, average £35, possessing £700 ; and the remaining 278,000 from

the smallest sum up to £20, average £10, possessing £200 per year.

Surely it can never be contended that the whole of this nation and

her colonies are to continue for ever harrassed and distressed, and

many millions of her poor and middling classes in abject poverty and

starving'—home trade annihilated—foreign commerce perverted and

nearly lost—war threatened from abroad—insurrections, famine,

anarchy, and confusion, at home—dismay and difficulty endangering

the whole fabric, rather than these comparatively few (288,000) per-

sons, all of them partaking of the double character of debtor and cre-

ditor, and themselves and families so far suffering, and so far to be

relieved from the advantages to be derived in reducing and paying off

the debt ; and further, also, at present paying no tax whatever on

their funded property—should be made to allow 5 per cent, annually
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off their capital, when that capital is in value and may be sold at 25

per cent, above the sum actually lent. I therefore propose that Go-

vernment should forthwith adopt a scale to regulate the reduction

and paying off the national debt in the following manner, viz : that,

from the price of every days' sales of 3 per cent, consols, an average

be taken every half year when the books arc closed for payment of the

dividends, and when or so long as the price shall be found to be

above 60, that a reduction be made and written off the capital stock

of every holder's account—if at

90 and upwards 6d in the £

90 to 80 4£d

80 to 70 3d

70 to 60 lid

taking 90 maximum and 60 minimum, the reduction is exactly 5 per

cent- per annum when the capital stock of the creditor is at 25 per

cent, profit or advance on the money actually lent, and may be sold

by the holder if dissatisfied. When the price taken as above should

be under 60, then I propose that the act shall fully empower his Ma-

jesty's ministers forthwith to raise twelve millions annually, by loan,

(or they may provide a sufficient fund, by surplus revenue or loan, as

hereafter suggested) for the immediately purchasing up (or paying

off) stock to the amount of one million sterling per month, near two

millions stock : this to cease and the reduction as aforesaid to re-com-

mence immediately on the price being above 60, and so on alternately

;

the loan to be funded in a new terminable stock, which would create

ample resource for all trust, money, or permanent holders ; trustees

might be indemnified by Act of Parliament, and change their secu-

rities under direction of a court of equity.

The reduction and working the plan altogether would create a

scarcity of 6tock, and therefore it is not likely that the price of con-

sols would be much below what they now are ; if, however, they

should even reach 60, the taken nearly two millions stock per month

out of the market would, in all probability, raise them above that price

again in a few days : therefore the reduction would go on gradually,

and the debt finally got rid of, with our heavy taxation, in about

twenty years, without laying on a property or any other tax whatever;

the annual reduction upon the scale above-named would so merge in the
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fluctuations of the funds as scarcely to be felt. I afao propose, thaf

for the safety and protection of the farmer, and agriculture in general,

that a duty of 20s be put on the importation of all corn—to be re-

duced and taken off annually in the same ppoportion, viz. (5 per cent)

as the national debt and taxation is reduced.

It appears, by the best information that I have been able to obtain,

that our loans to foreign governments for the last ten years are at

least ten millions annually; and I believe two-thirds of this money

may be considered as a total loss to the nation, independent of the

whole sum having prevented us from so much export trade. By a

statement made in 1822, it appears that the debt of

Spain was . .

.
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therance of my plan altogether; and the money thus raised to be

forthwith applied to the reduction of taxation ; or the rate of reduc-

tion of the debt might be increased to 7$ per cent, and ten millions

borrowed annually, and laid out in buying up and cancelling stock,

keeping up the price, and finally reducing the debt and taxation in

fifteen years, leaving a hundred and fifty millions of terminable

annuities, instead of eight hundred millions perpetual, and as it is

quite clear that if the nation can bear to advance on loan ten millions

annually to foreign nations, at such eminent risk of loss, that great

good may be derived by directing those funds and loans to the aid

and relief of our taxation and present distress, as only about one-third

of the foreign loans now pay even any interest at all, say nothing of the

debt ; the other two-thirds may, I fear, be considered a total loss to the

nation : therefore, it would be of infinitely greater advantage to our

bankers and capitalists individually, as well as the nation at large, to

lend their money to the government on terminable annuities, even of

20 years, at 5 per cent., than to lend it to foreign governments, not

only to the injury and ruin of our foreign trade, as before stated, but

also the total loss of two-thirds of such loans.

I, therefore, propose that tenders for a loan of ten millions

at least be made in terminable annuities, at forty, thirty, and

twenty years, and that such as may be found most advantageous

to the nation be taken; and that at least three millions thereof

be applied to the reduction of our present taxation: this added

to the two millions to be taken off by the reduction of the debt,

as suggested, would make at least five to six millions of taxes to be

taken off immediately ; the other part, say seven millions, to form a

fund to be in readiness to buy up stock, aud pay off the debt, or ap-

plied in reduction of taxation, as may be deemed best ; and thus, in

the first year only, you take off five or six millions expenditure cer-

tain, by adding half a million only, and that, too, of terminable

annuities, instead of perpetual, leaving a surplus of seven millions in

hand ; and having stopped all foreign loans, you might, at all times,

borrow as much as wanted, on the most advantageous terms
;
and, as

the reduction and buying up would take off on an average forty or

fifty millions annually, ten or twelve millions might be funded, in

terminable annuities, which would not be more than a sufficient fund



or stock for trust and corporate monies, and even in case of war

government would then be relieved from all financial difficulty or

embarrassment whatever ; the duty on corn taken off : and by the

joint operation of the reduction and the loans as suggested, '.the

prosperity of the country would be secured. Our shipping and colonial

interests—our foreign and domestic trade and agriculture—and all

our national improvements, would revive and go on rapidly, and our

taxation would cease ; the ruin and loss of our trade, the universal

poverty and distress of all active or productive classes is admitted by

all, it cannot be denied ; the remedy proposed is certain, simple, plain,

and just, easy of execution, free of all taxation or expense,—and suf-

fering millions are anxiously looking to your Lordships for relief, it is

in your power ; I therefore most respectfully implore you to adopt it.

I am,

My Loeds,

Your Lordships' most obedient Servant,

WILLIAM VIRGO.

No. 1, Church Court, Clement's Lane, Lombard Street,

March 28th, 1833.










